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DRONE RECORDS                       ҉                             NEWSFLASH                     ҉                                 SEPTEMBER 2017                        ҉   
 
Dear Droners and Psychonauts, here is the NEWSFLASH  for September 2017 ! [#5]  
 
NEW LABEL RELEASES:  OUT NOW:  
TROUM & RAISON D'ETRE - XIBIPIIO. In and Out of Exp erience    CD    [Transgredient Records  TR-12    2017]     € 13,00 
 Second part of the collaboration that started in 2013, now all RAISON D'ETRE source material was used, processed and mixed with additional recordings by 
TROUM (guitars, voices, flutes, accordeon, cello, violin, didgeridoo, dombra, tapes, found sounds...);    "Music that reaches for the eternal, but it only exists in the 
very moment." 
 
OUT EARLY OCTOBER, PRE ORDER NOW!!:  
BASS COMMUNION - Sisters Oregon     10"     [Substantia Innominata SUB-25    2017]       € 15,00 
 The newest studio material of STEVEN WILSON's experimental drone project, especially recorded for our 10" series! Based on ethereal vocal choir material the 
four parts of "Sisters Oregon" reach a transcendental beauty of the highest degree.  first ed. of 500 copies 
 
+  AS USUAL here are SOME OF OUR PERSONAL  droning HIGHLIGHTS and RECOMMENDATIONS, checking them out i s strongly recommended:  
NIETO, MIKEL R. - Dark Sound     BOOK & CD     Gruenrekorder  GRUEN 167    2016: great art book & field recording project!! "By buying this book you are contributing to the 
destruction of the planet." While reading this completely black book about the efforts of the oil industry in Ecuador, you can hear how their rainforest is exploited and destroyed. A 
very political art book, the sales prices is chancing with the course of the oilprice!  
SONOLOGYST + KSHATRIY - Time is the Enemy    MC    Attenuation Circuit  ACT 1039    2016: masterful droning collab. inspired by J.G. BALLARD  
RODEN, STEVE - A thousand breathing Forms    6 x CD BOX    Sonoris  SNS-14    2017: second box with rare archive material, spreading a magic subtlety and nostalgia.. 
AEOGA - Obsidian Outlander     LP    Aural Hypnox  [AH16V]    2017:  first ever vinyl on Aural Hypnox, with massive otherwordly drone abyss visions  
LINGUA FUNGI & SHRINE - Strange Growths / Wander    CD    Corvus Records  CRVS008CD    2008: a late discovery, this mesmerizing split release by the ambient masters 
from Bulgaria and Finland  
HUMAN LARVAE - Behind Blinding Light    LP    Freak Animal Records  FA-LP-044    2016: dystopian post industrial and power electronics in the most intense, authentic sense 
 
  + for sure, there's much more to find, we recommend to read our (often) self-written descr iptions !    =>=>=>=>=>=> 
 
Pre-orders & reservations are possible. Please note the PRICES with your order! Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!  
Usually the minimum order amount is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de.  
Please send your orders & all communication to:  drone@dronerecords.de          BEST DRONES !!    Le BaraQue  

 

NR.  TITLE  FORMAT LABEL & CAT-NR YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ 
SPECIALS  PRICE  MORE INFO WWW 

1 3/4 HADBEENELIMINATED - 
Oblivion  CD Die Schachtel DSZeit11 2010 

back in stock the fourth album by this 4 piece band with 
VALERIO TRICOLI that was founded 2002 in Bologna, 
merging electronics and traditional instruments in a 
mesmerizing, dreamlike way... moving between song-
format with vocals and electro-acoustic experimenation, 
they manage to create four extremely absorbing, dark, 
slowly evolving cinematic pieces of great beauty... still to 
discover !! 

€14,00 www.dieschachtel.com 
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2 ABRAHAMS, CHRIS -  Fluid to the 
Influence  CD Room40 RM464 2016 

CHRIS ABRAHAMS (pianist in NECKS) fourth solo 
album for ROOM40 (the label run by LAWRENCE 
ENGLISH), less 'droney' than on 'Memory Night' he 
creates here very playful, evocative tracks that are in 
steady tonal motion, divided into small sections of notes, 
operating with Jazz-, Drone- and pure sound elements... 
(based on piano, organ, electronics and concrete 
noises); masterful and unique stuff again !  

€14,00 www.room40.org 

3 AEOGA - Obsidian Outlander  LP Aural Hypnox [AH16V] 2017 

first ever vinyl release on Aural Hypnox with six new 
AEOGA tracks that sound much more noisy and 
monumental as before, with highly processed distortion 
harmonies, throbbing pulses and occasional field 
recordings, these whizzing sonics create an aura of 
vision and power... excellent, overwhelming drone noises 
from the abyss... ; this is the "silver print" edition, comes 
in a wonderfully designed silk-screen sleeve with 3 large 
photo prints, lim. 130 copies 

€20,00 www.auralhypnox.com 

4 
AEOGA - Triangle of Nebula-
Devourers & Palace for 
Vultunales  

CD 
Aural Hypnox - Stellar 
Mansion Series 
[AHSM08] 

2015 

re-issue of two rare / early releases by the Finnish (o)cult 
project: "Palace for Vultunales" (C-20 cassette from 
2005), "Triangle.." (CD-R from 2005): repetitive speech 
invocations, chorals and mysterious droning sounds... 
silkscreened cardboard cover with four double-sided 
inserts; lim. 500  

€13,00 www.auralhypnox.com 

5 AJNA & DRONNY DARKO -  Black 
Monolith  do-CD  Reverse Alignment RA-34 2017 

a collection of collaboration tracks by these two 'black 
cosmic ambience ' newcomers from USA & Ukraine, their 
subtle and icy electronic drones share a very monolithic 
and eerie character, slow backwards sounds increase 
the tension, the air is filled with alien beings and cosmic 
dust... for fans of LUSTMORD, YEN POX, KSHATRIY, 
etc.. lim. 200 - 8 panel digipak, mastered by CHRIS 
SIGDELL (B*TONG) 

€16,00 ralignment.tictail.com 

6 AKPATOK - Two Winters, Two 
Springs  CD Low Clouds Records LC-

02 2015 

extremely meditative and focused contemplation drone 
muzak from Poland, created with gongs, bells and hurdy-
gurdy, sounding completely acoustic and organic.... 
there's a steady inner movement of micro-changes, the 
great lies in the small here... first album of AKPATOK, 
very recommended for non-electric drone lovers in the 
tradition of LA MONTE YOUNG, etc...  

€13,00 akpatok.bandcamp.com/album/two-winters-two-springs 

7 ALIO DIE & LINGUA FUNGI - 
Lento  CD Hic Sunt Leones HSL 087 2017 

the second collaboration release by recommended 
Finnish experimental ambience and folk artist LINGUA 
FUNGI and ALIO DIE - lighter and more acoustic 
sounding than the previous "Otter Songs", this reveals 
also more concrete elements from instruments and field 
recordings, combined with very warm washes of 
drones... 4 tracks rec. 2011-2016, lim. 300, 79 min. 
playtime ! "A lovely warm flowing experience with more 
uplifting spiritual overtones." [Liquid Faith] 

€15,00 aliodie.bandcamp.com/album/lento 
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8 ANEMONE TUBE - In the Vortex 
of Dionysian Reality  CD Blossoming Fern FERN 

#001 2017 

expanded re-issue and re-working of a cassette project 
from 2015 (contains now four new bonus tracks feat. 
PACIFIC 231, POST SCRIPTVM and MONOCUBE!) with 
a strong relation to NIETZSCHE's philosophy of the 
Dionysian, a wall of sound oscillating between expressive 
distortion and melancholic beauty, a melodramatic 
maelstrom of noise.....music seen as the primordial form 
of expression! lim. 200  

€13,00 epicureanescapism.bandcamp.com/album/in-the-vortex-
of-dionysian-reality-2 

9 ANXIETY, ANNIE - Soul 
Possession  LP DAIS Records 093 LP  2017 

re-issue of the first LP by CRASS anarcho commune 
member ANNIE ANXIETY (aka LITTLE ANNIE) from 
1984, a 'dub industrial masterpiece' produced by 
ADRIAN SHEERWOOD with dozen of guest musicians 
from CRASS, AFRICAN HEAD CHARGE, FAMILY 
FODDER, etc.; later she collaborated with NURSE WITH 
WOUND, WOLFGANG PRESS, COIL, C93, ... this is the 
first vinyl re-issue in over 30 years !!! (comes with 
download card)  

€23,00 www.daisrecords.com 

10 APOPTOSE - Blutopfer  LP Tesco Organisation 
TESCO 112 2017 

vinyl re-issue of APOPTOSE's well received second 
album from 2002, now with bonus track and download 
code: " It combines raw ambient electronics with 
drumming footage of the Easter processions in the 
village of Calanda in Aragón, Spain."; lim. 300 on violet 
vinyl  

€21,50 www.tesco-germany.com 

11 BAD SECTOR - Absolute  MC Luce Sia 035 2017 
extremely rare cassette-version of a digital only release 
from 2015 - "Absolute" is a collection of soundtracks for 
various videos and soundtracks, 12 tracks, C-48, lim. 60 
copies 

€13,00 www.discogs.com/label/893460-Luce-Sia 

12 BALDRUIN - Biotische 
Verwitterung  LP 

Black Horizons BH-115 / 
Aetheric Records AR # 26 
/ Cloister Rec. CRUS-23 

2017 

second LP after "Portal" and few cassettes, old school 
analog synths and sequences often build the basis for 
these 14 songs, but mounted on this you find an array of 
weird percussion, whispered vocals, gongs and other 
samples, moving this into an eerie "Alice in Wonderland" 
atmosphere...=> very original experimental / psychedelic 
ambient with some 70's references + NURSE WITH 
WOUND lurking around the corner; lim. 200 - great 
cover, download code 

€16,00 www.black-horizons.com 

13 BERTOIA, HARRY - Clear 
Sounds/Perfetta  LP Sonambient FW 1033LP 2016 

the legendary SONAMBIENT label has been re-
activated, this is the first release with previously 
unheard/unreleased material from the BERTOIA archive! 
=> recorded 1971 and 1973, these were directly 
mastered from the original 1/4" tapes... deep metallic 
vibrations and reverberations of his sculptures and gongs 
(about 100 of them were kept in the BERTOIA barn in the 
woods of Pennsylvania), stunning recording quality !! 
finally re-pressed !  

€23,00 www.Sonambient.com 

14 BERTONCINI, MARIO - Arpe 
Eolie  CD-Box Die Schachtel DS15 2007 ethereal noises that play themselves => wonderful sound 

/ wind sculpture recordings from the 70's by 
€17,00 www.die-schachtel.com 
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BERTONCINIs huge Aeolian Harps and gongs (that also 
look phantastic, the largest was 7 metres high!), creating 
mysterious of drones-extensions and almost electrical 
sounding whisphers... comes in silver-foil design box with 
32 page booklet with texts Italian and English, probably 
last copies of the CD edition !! 

15 BOHREN & DER CLUB OF GORE 
- Dolores  do-LP  PIAS Recordings 

PIASR145DLP 2014 

repressing of the 2009 album... "Imagine a blackened, 
funereal dooooooom band like Skepticism or Nortt 
morphed into the jazz idiom (after having kissed a frog, 
or some fairytale scenario like that), playing their slow, 
sad music in a smoky Berlin jazz club. The sound is jazz 
(electric piano, organ, vibes, sax, double bass, trap kit...) 
but the feeling is doom..." [Aquarius Records] 

€23,00 www.pias.com 

16 BVDUB - Epilogues for the End 
of the Sky  CD Glacial Movements GM 

029 2017 

BROCK VAN WEY aka "bvdub"s third full-length for 
Glacial Movements, the US project has grown to a well 
known act in the "deep techno" and harmonic ambient 
scene.... 8 warm electronic tracks with melodramatic 
titles, piano and vocal elements; "when presented with 
something that is ambient and deep-house with no 
tempo, but the entirety is vastly melancholic, this seems 
the perfect recipe for attracting the attentions of dark 
ambient listeners." [This is Darkness] 

€14,00 glacialmovements.bandcamp.com/album/epilogues-for-
the-end-of-the-sky 

17 CARBON SINK & Z'EV - Shed 
Light on the Origins  LP Entrefer 002 2016 

CARBON SINK is a new French (?) duo working with 
interesting sound producing entities, such as: a Tesla 
Coil, a gas-discharge lamp, etc. to create strange electro-
acoustic humming, buzzing and crackling sounds and 
noises; on two tracks they were joined by Z'EV providing 
electronic drum sounds which adds lots of tension.... "A 
trip across the elementary particles on hypnotic rhythms, 
to the encounter of cyborg-birds, interferences and 
echoes" 

€18,00 entrefer.bandcamp.com 

18 CHROME - Ghost Machine  CD Klanggalerie gg242 2017 

re-issue of this "lost gem" (from 2002) in the discography 
of the sci-fi / industrial rock / punk band from San 
Francisco, when HELIOS CREED had re-activated the 
band after the death of DAMON EDGE with diverse new 
musicians, for example ALEPH KALI (from AUME and F-
SPACE) => the perfect amalgam of psychedelic punk, 
avantgardish wave-pop and tape experimentation, 
always rhythmic and intoxicating, like ESPLENDOR 
GEOMETRICO on a psych-rock trip?  

€14,50 www.klanggalerie.com 

19 COIL - A Cold Cell in Bangkok  pic-12"  Optimo Music OM38 2017 

rare remix of COIL's " A Cold Cell" by PETER 
CHRISTOPHERSON (originally this appeared on 
Domino's "Sleepwalk" compilation CD 2008), now for the 
first time on vinyl! ; this is a one sided pic 12" with silk-
screen image on the backside, designed by LINDSAY 
TODD; 100% off all profits made from this release will be 
donated to the Thai Children’s Trust 

€16,00   
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20 DIE FORM - Baroque Equinox  do-LP BOX Trisol TRI 583 LP+CD 2017 

new album of the legendary French industrial project 
(also labelled as "Fetish Electro"), now active in more 
song-oriented, danceable avant synth pop and cold wave 
areas, still working often with pure synthetic sounds and 
not loosing their experimental approach...this is the 
limited deluxe 2 x 12" box version with 4 exclusive tracks, 
comes with CD and DVD, 16 page poster booklet (12" x 
12"), hand-numbered to 500 copies 

€45,00 www.trisol.de 

21 

DIETER MÜH - 
StockholmMonsters. Live at 
Fylkingen Stockholm, 17 
November 2001  

LP ONEMOH 001 2002 

obscure "bootleg" LP which comes as a blank label 
release with simple black cover and insert, it was 
recorded live in Nov. 2001 at Fylkingen in Stockholm and 
is a great document of DIETER MÜHs raw ambient 
industrial sound, filled with dark powerful loops, speech 
samples, distorted analogue synths and ecstatic 
tribalesque percussion parts... [please note the cover-
corners have suffered a bit, so the cover is only VG ] 

€12,00   

22 DNMF (MACHINEFABRIEK & 
DEAD NEANDERTHALS) - DNMF  LP Moving Furniture Records 

MFR019 2014 

collab between MACHINEFABRIEK with "heavy ambient 
jazz" group DEAD NEANDERTHALS, two dark side-long 
movements..."DNMF is a primitive life form floating 
through the vastness of empty space. A hulking mass of 
sound originating from an intense collaborative process 
that forced both Dead Neanderthals and Machinefabriek 
to explore new musical ecosystems in order to 
accommodate each other’s long-winding, droning, and 
harsh constructions." 

€16,00 movingfurniturerecords.bandcamp.com/album/dnmf 

23 DRUMM, KEVIN - Interference  MC  Second Editions 002 2017 
six tracks of droning pulsars and whirring vibrations, 
mysteriously shimmering and flickering.. the labels calls it 
"phantom electronics"; great C-30, lim. 100, with 
download code 

€9,00 soundcloud.com/secondeditions 

24 EMERGE - Hiding Place  CD Frozen Light FZL 036 2016 

five long tracks recorded already in 2013 see now the 
daylight on Russian's "Frozen Light", feat. ELJARA 
(female singer of PRINZIP NEMESIS) and RE-DRUM; 
the rough scratch-sound and object sampled ambient 
noise loops create a very isolationistic, de-humanized 
atmosphere, building an interested contrast with the 
occasional smooth chants and vocals... this is only the 
second "fabric pressed CD" from EMERGE so far; 
numbered ed. 300 copies 

€10,00 frozenlightlabel.bandcamp.com/album/hiding-place 

25 ETANT DONNES - Re-Up  CD Munster Records MR CD 
367 2016 

in 1999 ETANT DONNES surprised everyone with this 
album linking their pulsing post industrial machine 
ambience with spoken word / vocal collaborations by 
ALAN VEGA (SUICIDE), LYDIA LUNCH, GENESIS P-
ORRIDGE and even BACHIR ATTAR from the legendary 
MASTER MUSICIANS OF JAJOUKA contributing ghaita-
sounds; re-issue of the CD from 1999 now with one 
bonus-track ("Ghost Rider 2014 remix" by MARC 
HURTADO from E.D.) 

€14,50 munster-records.com// 
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26 EX.ORDER - The Place of Dead 
Roads  CD Loki Foundation / Power 

and Steel PAS 42 2017 

named after a novel of WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS, this 
is a collection of rare and unreleased tracks from 1999-
2010 (mainly from deleted compilations), showing 
EX.ORDER's capability to create powerful dystopian 
apocalyptic industrial that never looses the tension or 
collapses into pure noise... pulsing analogue synths, 
whirring sounds, eerie noises, distorted speeches and 
quotes: excellent material by the "Alter Ego" of INADE 

€13,00 www.loki-found.de 

27 FERRARI, LUC - Tinguely 1967  LP Sub Rosa SRV429  2017 

a so far unreleased composition that was used for a TV 
film about the great "senseless machines" sculptor JEAN 
TINGUELY, using field recordings from an exhibition 
made in 1966; on Side B an even older piece (1964) of 
musique concrete made for a short film of JEAN 
BARRAL, also unpublished so far! A must for any LUC 
FERRARI fan!!  

€15,00 www.subrosa.net 

28 

GEERKEN, HARTMUT & 
HUBERTUS VON PUTTKAMER / 
KOMMISSAR HJULER - Souq 
Soulouf Cairo 1971 / Al Qa'ida  

LP Psych.KG - PSYCH.KG 
297 2016 

another incredible release in the FLUXUS+/- series of 
PSYCH.KG: HARTMUT GEERKEN & H. VON 
PUTTKAMER with "Souq Soulouf Cairo 1971"- two 
pieces as a mixture of classic music and obscure 
earplay, silly dialogues, atonal noises from all kinds of 
instruments, screams and guttural vocals, completely 
free and anarchic... Side B has an ultra-long piece of 
KOMMISSAR HJULER (31 min) named "Al-Qa'ida", 
which will be another hard testing for your braincells! 
Lim.100, hand-assembled cover 

€23,00   

29 
GNOD - Just Say No to the 
Psycho Right-Wing Capitalist 
Fascist Industrial Death Machine  

LP Rocket Recordings 
LAUNCH109 2017 

impressive new album by this very political UK industrial / 
noise / punk rock band, spreading crushing energy and 
aggressiveness like JESUS LIZARD, SHELLAC, early 
SWANS and THE FALL... "It's worth buying just to put 
the sleeve in your front window! Then play 'Bodies For 
Money' and open the window! :-)" [Deep Gloss] 

€25,00 gnod.bandcamp.com/album/just-say-no-to-the-psycho-
right-wing-capitalist-fascist-industrial-death-machine 

30 HAMMER, JOSEPH - Roadless 
Travel  CD-BOX Art Into Life AIL003 2014 

overlooked Japanese solo-album by the LOS ANGELES 
FREE MUSIC SOCIETY member and ex SOLID EYE 
and DIMMER, known for his obscure loops and 
plunderphonic techniques... comes in nice cardboard box 
with 24. page booklet ! 

€18,00 www.art-into-life.com 

31 HAYNES, JIM - Electrical Injuries  LP Aussenraum Records 
AR-LP-008 2017 

exciting and powerful, almost undescribable noises that 
suck you in like nothing else on this new LP by JIM 
HAYNES, at times loopy structures are build, but there 
are always multi-layers of complex drones and noises 
present = psycho-physical industrial at its best !! "Torn, 
ripped, blown apart, dissolved in acid, left to rot, 
atomized, electrocuted" [Jim Haynes] only 200 copies  

€15,00   

32 HUMAN LARVAE - Behind 
Blinding Light  LP Freak Animal Records 

FA-LP-044 2016 
stylistically located between 'dystopian ambient industrial' 
and power electronics, this is one of the best 
"newcomers" from this scene, extremely intense, eerie 
and atmospheric, somewhere between WOLF EYES, 

€20,00 www.freak-animal.net 
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IRM and GENOCIDE ORGAN maybe.. lim. 200, 
oversized cover, 4 x inlay cards 15 x 15 cm 

33 IL SANTO BEVITORE - Sorge Il 
Buio  CD-R (EP)  Attenuation Circuit ACK 

1038 2016 

first release (3 track EP) by this noisy newcomer from 
Sardinia, working with diverse percussion tools, bells, 
singing bowl, drums, and quivering electronics - this has 
a great "into the face" feel, like some totally distorted 
experimental post rock with ritualistic elements..." Harsh 
and unpleasant high frequencies crash against a wall of 
sub bass frequencies. All leaded by layers of acoustic 
world percussions and dynamic polyrhythms." lim. 50 
cardboard sleeve 

€6,00 emerge.bandcamp.com/album/sorge-il-buio 

34 JUNKO & THOMAS TILLY - Wild 
Protest  LP Alga Marghen / Vent Des 

Forets VDF1WP 2016 

a very curious record: the ultra silent field recordings of 
THOMAS TILLY in a French forest (atmospheric air, 
birds, insects..) meet the extreme noise shouts and 
screams of JUNKO, known from HIJOKAIDAN and ACID 
MOTHERS KAIDAN => her cries break the peaceful 
mood and sound like a creature of the wilderness herself 
after a while.... something you definitely haven't heard 
before! Clear vinyl, only 300 copies in circulation 

€20,00   

35 
KAMIN, FRANZ / TENTATIVELY, 
A CONVENIENCE / KOMMISSAR 
HJULER UND FRAU - FLUXUS  

LP Psych.KG - PSYCH.KG 
359 2016 

another disconcerting experience is guaranteed on this 
issue of the "FLUXUS +/- series" (a personal highlight of 
Mr. HJULER): two long pieces by FRANZ KAMIN (US 
American composer & author who worked with topology, 
General Systems Theory, chance operations, etc..), one 
short piece by TENTATIVELY, A CONVENIENCE, and a 
live recording of "The Lion sleep tonight" by 
KOMMISSAR HJULER und FRAU made at Schiphorst 
Avantgarde Festival in 2008 !! Lim. 100  

€25,00   

36 KÖNER, THOMAS & JANA 
WINDEREN - Cloitre  CD Touch Tone 51 2017 

live recording from a stunning performance held in June 
2014 in a Cathedral in Evreux, France (so far only 
available as digital download), using the huge natural 
reverberation of the building => deep sonorous drones, 
slow pulses, church bells, subtle field recordings of birds 
(swifts), heavenly harmonies, all combined for a most 
absorbing 44+ min. piece...  

€12,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk 

37 KONAGAYA, JUN - Memento 
Mori  LP Steinklang SK 110  2017 

surprising solo-album by GRIM mastermind JUN 
KONAGAYA, who also runs ESKIMO Records (early 
VASILISK releases!) and was in WHITE HOSPITAL => 
"Memento Mori" is his third solo-album, on the 8 tracks 
there is often a very sacral / ethereal / melancholic 
atmosphere evoked (based on organ like harmonics and 
his vocals), but there are also more "industrial pop" 
sounding tracks with electronic rhythms and occasional 
noises; very special & nice! lim. 200  

€22,00 steinklangindustries.bandcamp.com/album/sk110-jun-
konagaya-memento-mori-lp-2017 

38 LA CASA, ERIC - Paris Quotidien  CD & book Swarming 006 2017 
very different from the typical "tourist" Paris sounds, 
ERIC LA CASA has recorded environmental sounds 
outside his window and from the building & area where 

€15,00 swarming.free.fr 
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he lives in Paris, the listening of an inhabitant..."The 3 
long tracks progress as an intimate and fascinating dive 
into a narrative recollection of the daily sounds that 
collectively form the audio signature of one's habitation.." 
[Mechanoise Labs] - deluxe editon which comes with a 
60 page full colour booklet with photos and texts  

39 LE SCRAMBLED DEBUTANTE - 
Sapphire in the Pancreas  CD-R Attenuation Circuit ACK 

1016 2016 

a kind of sister release to "The Egg that moves itself and 
burns!", psychedelic noise collages recorded on a reel-to-
reel tape machine, made with lots of processed 
instrumental sounds that slowly enfold and pile up, 
change and spiral faster and get more crazy until the 
end... lim. 50 cardboard sleeve 

€6,00 emerge.bandcamp.com/album/sapphire-in-the-pancreas 

40 LE SYNDICAT FACTION 
VIVANTE - Morceaux de Choix  CD Aussaat 03 2017 

the new studio entity of LE SYNDICAT who build 
powerful noise sculptures based on tons of effects and 
home-made objects, on "Morceaux de Choix" crazy 
electronic sounds and effects change and shift in very 
short periods of time, you are bombarded and put into a 
bench vice with this electric storm and permanent 
transformations of pulsing and noising structures... => 
one hour of ECSTATIC BRUITISM that sounded never 
as good as today !! 

€13,00   

41 LIGETI, GYÖRGY - Lux Aeterna. 
Three Fantasies after Hölderlin  CD Harmonia Mundi 

HMG501985 2016 

a collection of pieces by GYÖRGY LIGETY including the 
famous "Lux Aeterna" (1966) used for KUBRICK's film 
"2001: A Space Odyssey", but this contains also diverse 
other compositions (such as the "Drei Phantasien nach 
Friedrich Hölderlin"), plus the "Im Gestein" cycle by 
ROBERT HEPPENER (a cycle of six choral songs on 
poems by PAUL CELAN); performed by "Capella 
Amsterdam" orchestra, comes in nice cardboard box with 
extensive booklet in english, francais & deutsch 

€15,00 www.harmoniamundi.com 

42 LINGUA FUNGI & SHRINE - 
Strange Growths / Wander  CD Corvus Records 

CRVS008CD 2008 

highly recommended split release by Finnish LINGUA 
FUNGI and Bulgarian Drone Rec. artist SHRINE => four 
tracks of acoustically shining and gracefully shimmering 
percussive / guitarish ambience form LINGUA FUNGI's 
"Strange Growths", with slight folk influences a wonderful 
melancholy is created.... SHRINE has two long complex 
ambient pieces ("There", and "Back") that are like a dark 
mirror, a dualistic entity representing nature's mystical 
harmony and human industrial destruction 

€12,00   

43 LOVESLIESCRUSHING - 
Bloweyelashwish  CD Projekt Records PRO 044 1994 

first album by this dream-drone duo from the US who 
established a style in the early 90's between ethereal 
drone ambience and shoegaze, with '8 miles high' female 
vocals and shimmering, sometimes pretty rough guitar 
harmonics, completely drowning in echo and reverb... 
just wonderful! [SCOTT CORTEZ, the male part behind 
LLC released a wonderful 7" on Drone Records in the 
year 2000 with the project VIR (with MICHAEL 

€14,50 www.projekt.com 
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ANDERSON = DREKKA), their only release!] 

44 McDOWALL, DREW - Unnatural 
Channel  LP DAIS Records 100 LP 2017 

"One of industrial music’s unsung heroes returns" - very 
strongly, the second LP on DAIS after "Collapse" for the 
COMPOUND EYE member (and ex- COIL & PSYCHIC 
TV insider) => "primarily enjoyable as just a feast of 
heavy industrial textures and inventive rhythms, 
resembling field recordings from a monstrous, rumbling 
factory floor in a bleakly dystopian and inhuman future." 
[Brainwashed] black vinyl ed.  

€23,00 www.daisrecords.com 

45 NIETO, MIKEL R. - Dark Sound  BOOK & CD  Gruenrekorder GRUEN 
167 2016 

impressive / political / unique art-book release by this 
Basque sound artist about the oil industry, presenting 34 
field recordings (as one long track) from the Equadorian 
rainforest and environment, with sounds of industrial 
machines slowly destroying it => the completely BLACK 
book contains 176 pages with essays, documents, 
pictures, printed with BLACK ink on BLACK pages; the 
price of the book is not fixed, but depending on the crude 
oil Brent price (please ask) 

€44,00 www.gruenrekorder.de/?page_id=15050 

46 NORDVARGR - The Secret 
Barbarous Names  CD Malignant Records 

TUMORCD102  2017 

the first NORDVARGR album on the prolific noise & dark 
ambient US label MALIGNANT is a vocal based work, 
using invocations and chants from widely unknown 
esoteric traditions, enriched with orchestral and 
percussive sounds, channeled through improvisations in 
states of meditation...  

€13,00 malignantrecs.bandcamp.com/album/the-secret-
barbarous-names 

47 NURSE WITH WOUND - Dark Fat  3 x LP - BOX Dirter Prom. DPROM 
120LP 2017 

3 x LP boxset, one time pressing of 500 copies!! - a 
celebration and documentation of 10 years NWW shows 
- DARK FAT uses live material of all kinds, recorded by 
MATT WALDRON through the years ["all the live shows, 
sound-checks, rehearsals, off-stage events and even 
covertly recorded the private conversations of the band"], 
for the construction of entirely new pieces.. RELEASE 
DATE 11.08.2017 

€50,00   

48 NURSE WITH WOUND - Spiral 
Insana  

do-CD & 
BOOK 

Rotorelief 
ROTORCD0050BOOK 2017 

and if you haven't already enough versions of this 
seminal NWW album classic from 1986, here's the 
definite one: two CDs with the same material as on the 
do-LP (the complete sessions plus "A Missing Sense", 
feat ANDREW McKENZIE (HAFLER TRIO), DIANA 
ROGERSON, DAVID TIBET, ROBERT HAIGH and 
others..), housed in a 30 page art book with silverfoil 
hardcover, presenting full colour screen prints !!  

€28,00 www.discogs.com/Nurse-With-Wound-Spiral-
Insana/release/9809026 

49 O YUKI CONJUGATE - Tropic  CD Auf Abwegen aatp58 CD 2017 

two side-long tracks (each 24 min.) from the mid 90's by 
the ethno-ambience project from UK, now finally post-
produced and mastered, finally sees the daylight! "Tropic 
is a collection of misplaced, forgotten and unreleased 
tracks recorded in London, 1994-95. " CD version lim. 
300  

€13,00 www.aufwegen.com 
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50 
PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE - 
Organo rinascimentale non 
temperato  

CD Angelica IDA 032 2015 

a great version of "Schlingen-Blängen" for pipe organs 
from the 2004 AngelicA festival in Italy; the piece was 
developed by PALESTINE since 1965 with the aim to 
compose music that works like a 'living sound picture', 
similar to paintings of ROTHKO, NEWMAN or STILL, "to 
develop a constantly changing molecule like organism as 
a continuous sound form", the piece can last from one 
hour to several days and should transform constantly in 
space, architecture, acoustically...  

€14,00 www.aaa-angelica.com/aaa/dischi/ 

51 PHILLIPS, DAVE - Selective 
Memory / Perception  CD Noise Below / 

Frequences Critiques  2016 

"an hour long piece consisting of classical 
instrumentation and orchestral arrangements using cello, 
violin and piano, plus recordings of wind, broken urban 
creatures, intimate situations, insect and amphibian 
sounds and mutations thereof, transmogrified balloons, 
unconscious voices and more. " - the soundscaping / 
composition side of D.P., with great result ! 59+ min. , 
lim. 300  

€10,00 dave-phillips.bandcamp.com/album/selective-memory-
perception 

52 PLOTKIN, JAMES & PAAL 
NILSSEN-LOVE - Death Rattle  LP & CD Rune Grammofon 

RLP3148  2013 

four pieces of energetic improvisation noise by PAAL 
NILSSEN-LOVE (hyper active free jazz drummer from 
Norway) and mythic doom noise figure (O.L.D.) and 
LOTUS EATERS (Drone DR-55!) member JAMES 
PLOTKIN on guitar, creating a fluid chaos: "Like a pair of 
clashing typhoons, they generate chaos, disturbance and 
a terrifying beauty in their first ever collaborative 
recording. Free jazz and metal-edged rock never chimed 
so exhilaratingly together before." lim LP version, last 
copies!! 

€22,50   

53 PLURALS - Atlantikwall  do-CD Silken Tofu STX.52 2017 

condensed extracts from a 4 hour (!) performance by the 
UK impro/drone/psych band, which happened near 
Ostend in Belgium at the Raversyde/Atlantikwall 
provincial open air museum in August 2015 (a former 
German military fortification): guitar, synths, keyboards, 
vocals, tape machine, radio, reed & string instruments 
are combined in endless droning improvisation sessions, 
a document of a very intense evening! 300 copies 
pressed 

€16,00 silkentofu.bandcamp.com/album/atlantikwall-2 

54 PSYCHIC TV - Allegory & Self  LP 
Sacred Bones Records 
SBR3020 / DAIS Records 
DAIS098 

2017 

the first real "Pop" album (1988) for the band / project / 
cult of GENESIS P-ORRIDGE, who started 1982 as an 
industrial / ritual / art - community => feat "Godstar" (with 
THE ANGELS OF LIGHT - the soundtrack for the never 
realized film about BRIAN JONES), and the last 
songwriting collaborations with ALEX FERGUSSON; 
comes with 16 page booklet and download card, lim. 
white vinyl edition in stock !! 

€20,00 www.sacredbonesrecords.com 

55 PSYCHIC TV - Pagan Day  LP 
Sacred Bones Records 
SBR3021 / DAIS Records 
DAIS099 

2017 
mythic PTV album from 1984 with early song demos and 
sketches of ALEX FERGUSSON and GENESIS 
P.ORRIDGE, recorded on a simple 4-track cassette 

€20,00 www.sacredbonesrecords.com 
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machine and originally not intended to be released as 
"finished" material; feat. "We Kiss" and "Cold Steel", one 
of the most intimate PTV albums - appeared first as 
TOPY 003 on 23rd Dec. 1984 as lim. picture disc. only 
available in the shops for one hour! we have copies on 
red vinyl in stock, after they're gone we sell the black 
vinyl ed.  

56 RAPOON - Un Flic  CD Klanggalerie gg234 2017 

RAPOON on strange new roads again: "Un Flic" is a 
homage to the French Cinema of the "Nouvelle Vague", 
using ghostly percussion, lots of choral and vocal 
material (we hear the voice of VIRGINIE BOYER, the 
wife of DENIS BOYER from the legendary magazine 
FEAR DROP!) plus synths and other unusual 
instrumental sources, for the first time real drums are 
used...  

€14,50 www.klanggalerie.com 

57 RODEN, STEVE - A thousand 
breathing Forms  6 x CD BOX Sonoris SNS-14 2017 

already the second CD-box collection of rare and so far 
unreleased STEVE RODEN material (2003-2008), but 
again it's a more than worthwhile release: these 
compositions are spreading a magic subtlety and 
nostalgia, often centered on single sound-sources (like 
old obscure vinyls, certain objects, architectural spaces, 
or field recordings); a must for anyone who loves 
'ambience melancholia' and interesting conceptual 
ideas.. lim. 500, 6 CDs and one mCD plus inlay 

€40,00   

58 ROIGK, STEFAN - Sprachmusik  CD Tochnit Aleph TA149 2017 

highly impressive recordings (14 tracks) of vocal based 
tracks, a kind of lyrical prosa about the perception of 
noises, merging sound poetry, electro-acoustic and 
experimental drone... fascinating ! NOT the classical 
standard sound poetry, this operates rather at the 
intersection of sound art, ear-play and droning noises... 
very much recommended to discover ! 

€12,00 www.tochnit-aleph.com 

59 SEETYCA - Mbira 2: Facades  CD-R Mbira Records mbira 
100/79 mbnt 2017 

Installation Music for a concert at Stadtbibliothek Gera, 
Germany, Sept. 2015 => various sound sources from 
previous mbira releases shape a long, 80 min. dense, 
anti-monotonous dream-ambient piece, going through 
various stages and atmospheres, a phantastic journey! 
this handmade edition comes with laminated colour cover 
and manually labeled CD bodies  

€12,00 www.seetyca.org 

60 SONOLOGYST + KSHATRIY - 
Time is the Enemy  MC Attenuation Circuit ACT 

1039 2016 

Italian's SONOLOGYST project who creates electro-
acoustic improvisations, music that 'oscillates between 
the scientific sonic documentary and the psychedelic 
abstraction', and St. Petersburgs "cosmic warrior" 
KSHATRY in their first collaboration, showing themselves 
deeply influenced by the philosophy of the mind, 
metaphysics, questions of time and a J.G. BALLARD 
story, casting this into five deeply resonating 
compositions, often quite raw and distorted... great tape, 

€8,00 emerge.bandcamp.com/album/time-is-the-enemy 
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lim. 50, with download code 

61 STUZHA - Siberian Sketches  CD Ksenza Records KSZ 014 2016 

extended re-edition of the first album for this promising 
Siberian dark ambient/drone/folk project (see also: 
ALGOL), now with new versions and one bonus track; 
dedicated to Russian artist CONSTANTINE VASILIEV 
and influenced by Russian folklore and Siberian 
landscapes, this uses samples from Sretensky Moscow 
and Sveshnikova Choirs and field recordings to complete 
the vision..."a rain-drenched blanket that wraps around 
the listener like a waterproofed pelt" [a closer listen] 

€12,00 www.ksenzarecords.ru 

62 SYNCHRE - Requiem  CD  Attenuation Circuit ACU 
1009  2016 

this Italian duo (LORENZO BRUSCI and LUCA 
CANCIELLO) is presenting a very conceptual work, a 
three part "Requiem" expressing the need of any 
community binding to look back in a ritualistic way => 
musically they try to go new ways by merging 
experimental electronics, sampled & processed classic 
music and breakbeats (!), with often surprising results... 
to discover !  

€10,00 emerge.bandcamp.com/album/requiem 

63 
TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - 
Oberhausen Ritual : Live at 
Maschinenfest  

MC Raubbau RAUB-050 2017 
recorded live at Maschinenfest, Turbinenhalle, 
Oberhausen / Germany, 16. October 2016 / total time 
36:25 / edition of 150 / including all their smash hits ;)  

€12,00 www.raubbau.org 

64 TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - 
Yours is a Kingdom of Death  CD Old Europa Cafe OECD 

244 2017 

collection of rare vinyl-material: three tracks from the split 
LP with BODY CARGO (Autarkeia, 2016), one long track 
from the split LP with DEATHSTENCH (Malignant 
Records, 2013); "A renunciation of the created world; a 
glorification of the New Man; he who is beyond life and 
death, existing as pure flame alit in eternal void." 

€13,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com 

65 
TROUM & RAISON D'ETRE - 
XIBIPIIO. In and Out of 
Experience  

CD Transgredient Records 
TR-12 2017 

the second part of the collaboration that started in 2013, 
now all RAISON D'ETRE source material was used, 
processed and mixed with additional recordings by 
TROUM (guitars, voices, flutes, accordeon, cello, violin, 
didgeridoo, dombra, tapes, found sounds...); sounds 
completely different than part 1 ("De Aeris"..)! "Music that 
reaches for the eternal, but it only exists in the very 
moment." stunning artwork by MARCIN LOJEK  

€13,00 troum.bandcamp.com/album/xibipiio-in-and-out-of-
experience-cd-2017 

66 UN DRAME MUSICALE 
INSTANTANE - Rideau!  CD Klanggalerie gg221 2017 

the French avantgarde & experimental scene from the 
early 80's impressed with many incredible albums, 
"Rideau!" is one of those almost unlistenable examples, 
combining free jazz and improvisation with all kinds of 
noises, electdronics and "new music" influences; this was 
the second album of the trio and this is the first ever re-
issue, containing diverse bonus tracks (full length 76 
min.)  

€14,50 www.klanggalerie.com 

67 UNICAZÜRN - Transpandorem  LP Touch Tone 57 2017 
new album by the project of STEPHEN THROWER 
(COIL, CYCLOBE) and DAVID KNIGHT, after the 
wonderful "Omegapavilion" tape two side-long 

€15,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk 
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explorations into subconscious, aquatic realms and 
phantasies...  

68 UNII & EMERGE - Stalker  CD-R Attenuation Circuit ACK 
1032 2016 

the second release / collaboration by EMERGE and 
Japanese singer UNII documents a live recording from 
June 2016 (Kunstverein GRAZ, Regensburg, Germany), 
the surrealistic ambient noises from EMERGE appear to 
be quite unobtrusive and structured, processed field 
recordings of children and metal bangs and the ethereal 
singing of UNII fuse nicely for a cinematic effect... 
another tribute to A. TARKOVSKY's film, lim. 50 copies  

€6,00 emerge.bandcamp.com/album/stalker 

69 VIDNA OBMANA - The Face that 
must die  CD Old Captain OCCD32 2017 

VIDNA OBMANA started as a tape-project in the mid 80's 
with (for that time) typical low fi industrial noise, quickly 
moving into more atmospheric and ritualistic areas, 
before the name became a trademark for highly beautiful 
and melancholic, repetitive ambience... "The Face that 
must die" (MC from 1988) is a very welcome missing link 
between the poles with its orchestral, loopy ambient 
industrial tunes.. lim. 300, 4 bonus tracks from rare 
compilations 

€13,00 oldcaptain.bandcamp.com/album/vidna-obmana-the-
face-that-must-die 

70 V.A. - Bunker Archeology  CD Noise Museum NM 006 1996 

historic French ambient Industrial compilation on the 
theme "Bunker", with exclusive tracks from VANCE 
ORCHESTRA, VOICE OF EYE, DANIEL MENCHE, 
ULTRA MILKMAIDS, TELEPHERIQUE, 
SÖLDNERGEIST, MYASE and IN BETWEEN NOISE; 
comes with 24 p. booklet with texts and a mini fold out 
poster with various bunkers; back in stock very few 
UNPLAYED copies !! 

€15,00   

71 V.A. - NEW SONGS OF THE 
HUMPBACK WHALE  CD Important Records 

IMPREC433 2015 

six NEW recordings of Humpback Whales that excite 
with their great recording quality and incredible spatial 
details, strange trumpeting and groaning rattle sounds 
form amazing patterns and melodies after a while... 
DAVID ROTHENBERG curated this project, MICHAEL 
DEAL created graphic visualization; in the 70's the first 
collection of Whale Songs became the all-time bestseller 
of animal recordings..."it encompasses the full range of 
emotions in the longest song performed by any animal" 
(up to 24 hours!)  

€15,00 www.importantrecords.com 

72 WASM - Een  CD Silken Tofu STX.49 2016 

FRANS DE WAARD and JOS SMOLDERS have united 
for another musical project - written "WaSm" - (after the 
legendy THU20, etc.), following a "flexible score" for each 
of the five compositions: various electronic sound forms 
that shift and morph into different shapes, more like 
audio sculptures, with a good portion of analogue 
ingredients coming from cassettes, walkman and radio 
sources... very skillful and fresh!! edition of 300 copies 

€12,00 silkentofu.bandcamp.com/album/een 

73 WHITEHOUSE - Dedicated to 
Peter Kürten, Sadist and Mass LP Dirter Promotions 

DPROMLP121 2017 first ever VINYL re-issue of the LP from 1981, an 
extremely provocating industrial milestone, inspired by 

€28,00 www.dirterpromotions.com 
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Slayer  Germanys most well known serial killer from the Weimar 
Republic; re-mastered, 180 gr. vinyl, 500 copies; 
"Unavailable on vinyl for 36 years, this iconic and ground-
breaking masterpiece of electronic and extreme music is 
finally back." 

74 YRSEL - Sacrifice  LP Aurora Borealis ABX049 2010 

the second album (and first vinyl release) by this dark 
droning duo known from our "Drone-Mind Vol. 5" LP, very 
last copies...."Intense, brooding and powerful drone 
works considering the concept of sacrifice in a historical 
anthropological context." 

€20,00 auroraborealisrecordings.bandcamp.com/album/sacrifice 

75 Z'EV - Past life (special edition)  CD & object Paranoise Records PNP 
11* 2006 

collector's item! We could get some copies of this 
"special/object" edition of Z'EVs fine live album from 
2006 => the CD is mounted on a metal-plate / gong, 
which hangs from a small wood-stand! Only 49 copies 
were manufactured of this really unique object, each 
copy is numbered (engraving on the ong), normally only 
available from the label directly!!  

€25,00 www.paranoiserecords.de 

################################################################################################################ 
+  SOME LAST MINUTE ARRIVALS / ON THE WAY /  pre order s: (detail infos will follow in the next Newsflash,  but you can order already, also through the websit e!):  
GODSPEED YOU! BLACK EMPOROR - Luciferian Towers    LP    Constellation  CST126    2017        €23,00 
COIL - Another Brown World / Baby Food    LP    Sub Rosa  SRV443*    2017  lim. marbled vinyl !   € 20,00         (we have black vinyl available too, for € 16,00)  
LOWE, ROBERT AIKI AUBREY - Levitation Praxis Pt. 4     LP    Distort Decay Sustain   DDS025    2017   experiments on BERTOIA-sculptures !!   € 20,00 
BIOSPHERE - The petrified Forest     LP    Biophon Records  BIO30LP    2017   € 16,50  inspired by the movie "Petrified Forest" by ARCHIE MAYO from 1936    € 16,50 
V.A. - Avantgarde is happening because..    CD    Dirter Promotions  DPROMCD132    2017     special Schiphorst  festival compilation!!  NURSE WITH WOUND, FAUST, 
ASMUS TIETCHENS, etc..  €14,00 
AF URSIN - Itinera    LP    La Scie Doree  SCIE 1717    2017           € 19,00 
ELODIE - Balayes de la main du Hasard    LP    Faraway Press 030    2017   € 18,00 
O'MALLEY, STEPHEN - Fuck Fundamentalist Pigs    do-LP    iDEAL Recordings   iDEAL136    2017  € 28,00 
O'MALLEY, STEPHEN - Dread live     LP    iDEAL Recordings   iDEAL134     2017   € 21,00 
O'MALLEY, STEPHEN - End Ground     LP    iDEAL Recordings   iDEAL135    2017  € 21,00 
RABELAIS, AKIRA - Spellewauerynsherde    LP    Boomkat Records  BKEDIT015BLACK     2017  re-issue of this most beautiful ambient album!  € 20,00 
ALIO DIE & AGLAIA - Opera Magnetica     CD    Hic Sunt Leones  HSL 088    2017          €15,00 
AGLAIA - Water inside the Light     CD    Hic Sunt Leones  HSL 089    2017             €15,00 
ALIO DIE - They grow Layers of Life within     CD    Hic Sunt Leones  HSL 090    2017          €15,00 
AGLAIA - Thumbnails in the setting Sun     CD    Hic Sunt Leones  HSL 091    2017            €15,00 
V.A. - Anthology of Noise & Electronic Music Vol. 1    do-CD    SUB ROSA SR190     re-press finally available!    € 16,00 
DAUBY, YANNICK - The Disaster Area    CD    Semperflorens  SF14    2016    dedicated to J.G. BALLARDs novel of the same name , lim. 300    €13,00 
DEATHPROD - Imaginary Songs from Tristan da Cunha    LP    Smalltown Supersound  ST278    2017   € 24,00 
DEATHPROD - Morals & Dogma    do-LP    Smalltown Supersound  STS280LP    2017   € 29,50 
DEATHPROD - Treetop Drive    do-LP    Smalltown Supersound  ST    2017   limited vinyl re-issues of these  three Deathprod classics!!  € 29,50 
alors: Drone On ! 
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########################################################################## 
DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak  
LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for  EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO - MODERN CLASSIC   
shipping-adress:  Stefan Knappe   Celler Str. 33   28205 Bremen    Ge rmany    answer-phone: x49-421-7942996    
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de      www.substantia-innominata.de  VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838    payments: bank-transfer IBAN, paypal      


